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Next meeting June 13— 9:30am, Manhattan City Library, Groesbeck mtg rm -- have your concerns 
ready.  The Working Group meetings at McAlisters, 5:30-10pm, Wed. evenings are come and go, at your 
convenience.  Bring your concerns for discussion.  Your concerns are important.  In this publication what is in 
green is my opinion, other colors are just for getting attention.  Change in font is for letting readers know it is a 
change of subject or person speaking.  I would like to include your opinion/concerns.  With the help of the LORD we 
will prevail!!  Let us Pray!! 

 
LAST RESISTANCE      posted 4/25/15 by Philip Hodges 

Hillary: "Religious Beliefs… Have to be Changed" to Accommodate Abortion 
What’s most important to politicians like Hillary Clinton is making sure women and girls have access to doctors 

who will willingly murder an unwanted, unborn or partially born child.  At some point, they’ll just erase this arbitrary 
distinction between partially born and born.  I mean, come on.  What difference, at this point, does it make whether 
this mass of tissue is halfway outside the woman’s body or completely outside her body?  If you can legally murder a 
half-born fetus, then why not a completely-born fetus?  It’s not like it has feelings. 

If you find these murderous practices abhorrent, then you just need to change your personal convictions, maybe 
even your outdated religious beliefs, in order to protect and advance a woman’s “right” to hire someone to murder 
her unborn and inconvenient child, according to Hillary Clinton.  Of course, it’s not “murder,” because murder is 
illegal.  Abortion is legal.  Therefore, abortion is not murder.  At least, that’s what a highly educated liberal internet 
commenter told me. 

The Daily Caller reported: 
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton took a feminist tone on Thursday.  She told attendees at the sixth 

annual Women in The World Summit that “deep-seated cultural codes, religious beliefs and structural biases have to 
be changed” for the sake of giving women access to “reproductive health care and safe childbirth.” 

“Far too many women are denied access to reproductive health care and safe childbirth, and laws don’t count for 
much if they’re not enforced.  Rights have to exist in practice — not just on paper,” Clinton said. 

“Laws have to be backed up with resources and political will,” she explained.  “And deep-seated cultural codes, 
religious beliefs and structural biases have to be changed.  As I have said and as I believe, the advancement of 
the full participation of women and girls in every aspect of their societies is the great unfinished business of the 21st 
century and not just for women but for everyone — and not just in far away countries but right here in the United 
States.” 

Clinton also took a shot at Republicans who oppose amnesty legislation, saying, “There are those who offer 
themselves as leaders who would deport mothers working to give their children a better life, rather than risk the ire of 
talk radio.” 

The event took place at the David H. Koch Theater at Lincoln Center.  Media CEO Tina Brown welcomed other 
women to the stage, including Ashley Judd and Helen Mirren, as well as numerous female political activists 
and businesswomen. 

What does someone like Hillary propose we do to change “deep-seated cultural codes, religious beliefs and 
structural biases?”  Do we need to outlaw any religion that considers abortion murder?  Outlaw Christianity?  Or, they 
could redefine “human being” to exclude anyone who was a Christian.  That way they could kill Christians, and it 
wouldn’t be considered murder.  And they could all live in their abortion utopia, which wouldn’t last much longer than 
the Shakers, that religious sect that didn’t believe in reproducing. 

Religious Beliefs Have To Be Changed?  That means changing or doing away with the Bible!!  
Not really surprising.  Are the “Do Nothings” in America going to let this one slide by?  Instead of 
doing away with or changing the Bible why not teach BIRTH CONTROL?  GEE, that would be TOO 
easy!!  That would be expecting those who continually reproduce to demonstrate responsibility for 
their actions.  How difficult would it be to teach and even pay for BIRTH CONTROL instead of 
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public funding abortion/murder?   In other areas of law enforcement people are 
penalized/arrested/serve time in jail if they break the law.  Can someone/anyone figure out a way to 
apply those thoughts to unprotected sex?  Most law abiding/tax-paying citizens are tired to paying 
for “fatherless” babies.  If they are “fatherless” how were they conceived?  There is no such thing as a 
“fatherless” child; there are only males of the human race who are NOT MAN enough to be 
responsible for their actions.  This must be stopped without murdering unborn babies.    
 

Read more at http://lastresistance.com/11308/hillary-religious-beliefshave-to-be-changed-to-accommodate-abortion/  

I love Christmas lights!  They remind me of the people who voted for Obama.  They all 
hang together, half of them don't work, and the ones that do, aren't all that bright .     
Pretty much out of season!!  However, it all is TRUE year around!!!  SAD, but TRUE!!!

 

Orange County Register - Santa Ana, CA - Newspaper ... 
https://www.facebook.com/ocregister 
Orange County Register, Santa Ana, CA - California News, Sports & Entertainment. 
 

This is interesting... according to Snopes, it was originally written on March 31, 2006... the message 
is profound.  It came to us from a TEA Party member from Hays KS. 
 

Minnesota Muslims Demand Pork-Free Halal Food From Welfare Food Bank.   
Tear down the Statue of Liberty?  --  Worth reading and pondering!  

For some reason, people have difficulty structuring their arguments when arguing against supporting the 
currently proposed immigration revisions.  This lady made the argument pretty simple.  

It was NOT printed in the Orange County Register... Newspapers simply won't publish letters-to-the-editor that 
they either deem politically incorrect (read below) or that disagrees with the philosophy they're pushing on the 
public.  This woman wrote a great letter to the editor that should have been published; but, with your help, it will get 
published via cyberspace!  

 
From: "David LaBonte" 

My wife, Rosemary, wrote a wonderful letter to the editor of the OC Register, which, of course, was not printed.  
So, I decided to "print" it myself by sending it out on the Internet.  Pass it along if you feel so inclined.  Written in 
response to a series of letters to the editor in the Orange County Register:  

 
Dear Editor:  

So many letter writers have based their arguments on how this land is made up of immigrants.  Ernie Lujan, for 
one, suggests we should tear down the Statue of Liberty because the people now in question aren't being treated 
the same as those who passed through Ellis Island and other ports of entry.  

Maybe we should turn to our history books and point out to people like Mr. Lujan why today's American is not 
willing to accept this new kind of immigrant any longer.  Back in 1900 when there was a rush from all areas of 
Europe to come to the United States, people had to get off a ship and stand in a long line in New York and be 
documented.  Some would even get down on their hands and knees and kiss the ground.  They made a pledge to 
uphold the laws and support their new country in good and bad times.  They made learning English a primary rule in 
their new American households and some even changed their names to blend in with their new home.  

They had waved good-bye to their birthplace to give their children a new life and did everything in their power to 
help their children assimilate into one culture.  Nothing was handed to them.  No free lunches, no welfare, no labor 
laws to protect them.  All they had were the skills and craftsmanship they had brought with them to trade for a 
future of prosperity.  

Most of their children came of age when World War II broke out.  My father fought alongside men whose parents 
had come straight over from Germany, Italy, France and Japan.  None of these 1st generation Americans ever gave 
any thought about what country their parents had come from.  They were Americans fighting Hitler, Mussolini and 
the Emperor of Japan.  They were defending the United States of America as one people.  

When we liberated France, no one in those villages were looking for the French-American or the German-
American or the Irish-American.  The people of France saw only Americans.  And we carried one flag that 
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represented one country.  Not one of those immigrant sons would have thought about picking up another 
country's flag and waving it to represent who they were.  It would have been a disgrace to their parents who had 
sacrificed so much to be here.  

These immigrants truly knew what it meant to be an American. They stirred the melting pot into one red, white 
and blue bowl.  

And here we are with a new kind of immigrant who wants the same rights and privileges.  Only they want to 
achieve it by playing with a different set of rules, one that includes the entitlement card and a guarantee of being 
faithful to their mother country.  

I'm sorry, that's not what being an American is all about. I believe that the immigrants who landed on Ellis Island 
in the early 1900's deserve better than that for all the toil, hard work and sacrifice in raising future generations to 
create a land that has become a beacon for those legally searching for a better life.  

I think they would be appalled that they are being used as an example by those waving foreign country flags.  
And for that suggestion about taking down the Statue of Liberty, it happens to mean a lot to the citizens who are 

voting on the immigration bill.  I wouldn't start talking about dismantling the United States just yet.  
(signed)  
Rosemary LaBonte  
My understanding of this letter is that in the past when Ellis Inland was being used to bring in immigrants, 

there was a completely different attitude toward “coming to the USA” and becoming a citizen.  Back in the 
1900’s people came here to improve their lives, to become citizens of the USA and live by the laws in the USA.  
They wanted to blend in and be law abiding citizens, living within the laws of the United State of America, to 
become one with the natural born citizens.  They did NOT want to be pointed out as immigrants, new comers, 
different, needing help.  They came to be citizens of this great Country, just like those born here, have homes, 
jobs, send their children to local schools, to speak, live, love, fight, be one with natural born citizens.  Those 
coming in the last 10 to 20 years or more came with the intent of bringing what they liked about their Country 
with them.  They do NOT want to blend in and “be one” with natural born citizens.  They want all the 
advantages of being citizens of the USA, but they want to keep what they deem as “the best of their Country” 
alive.  If they have a problem they expect the United States Government and the citizens to treat them 
“special”, better than, natural born citizens.  These “new” immigrants need to decide which Country they want 
to be citizens of – the one where they were born or the one they have moved to.  They can’t have it both ways.  
The decision is theirs; only they can make that decision.  If they do NOT want to be law abiding citizens of the 
USA then they need to go back to their country and not expect special treatment from US citizens and law 
enforcers.  I do NOT believe in special treatment of these people or anyone.  We all live under the same laws 
and should be treated the same; laws should be applied the same to everyone.  Perhaps, some schooling and 
learning of laws needs to be required before citizenship is granted.  I don’t know what needs to change or how 
to go about it, but the attitude of incoming immigrants needs to change.  Maybe there needs to be a trial-and-
error time before citizenship is granted; if they can’t live the part they can be sent back where they came from.  
GOD Bless the USA and those who are true to Her and Her people. 

 
Here is an article proving my point!!  
Ref: http://teapartyorg.ning.com/forum/topics/somali-‐refugees-‐on-‐lifetime-‐welfare-‐demand-‐their-‐free-‐food-‐adhere 

Somali "refugees" on lifetime welfare demand their free food adhere to Islamic Law – Whoever said “beggars can’t 
be choosers” never met Somali Muslim refugees in Minnesota! 

This is Obama's fault because these folks think they are entitled & the Demo***** run the state of Minnesota! 
These Muslim imports in Minneapolis are now demanding a tax-funded "halal" non-pork food shelf at a free food 

pantry for the poor. 
As if it's not bad enough that nearly all the "American" Muslims who have joined ISIS have been Somalis from 

Minneapolis, their relatives here are demanding that Americans adhere to the same Sharia Laws the Islamic State 
fighters are trying to impose throughout the Middle East. 

A group of first-generation Somali Americans says they need help in developing a food-shelf that specializes in 
healthy foods that do not contain pork or pork byproducts.  "It's about human rights also, basic human rights to get 
the proper food and also healthy food," said Imam Hassan Mohamud. 

"Human rights"?  Seriously?  Their arrogance and self-entitlement has to be unprecedented (WELL, maybe Alison 
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Redford) for a group on the public dole. 

We have read for several years now how Muslim cab drivers in Minneapolis and several airports have kicked out 
blind passengers with guide dogs (dogs are "unclean" in Islam), or customers transporting alcohol.  They came here, 
taking advantage of American generosity, and return it by enforcing their own brand of Sharia Law upon us. 

Liberals in Minnesota have bent over backwards for them, setting up foot-washing basins in their airport and even 
at a university, in response to their demands. 

But as with most appeasement, these refugees keep making more demands.  Now it is for "halal" products (meat 
slaughtered with Islamic prayers and a ban on pork).  

The Imam leading this protest actually claimed that there were beans with pork in it and this was a "literacy" issue 
that required more government funding and special halal-compliant beans. 

But one commenter on the article from Minneapolis wrote: 
As someone of Somalia settled in Minneapolis/St. Paul after Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and later Barack Obama 

imported them and funded massive "refugee" Centers there.  Welfare, schools, hospitals and social services have 
been crushed by the burden of immigrants who lack the most basic skills to live in a modern society. 

This is hardly the first demand Somalis have made on the good people of Minneapolis.  When the influx of Somali 
thugs naturally resulted is a massive increase in crime a decade ago, Somalis demanded a $48 million Sharia-
compliant "youth center" to keep Somali gangs "out of trouble". 

Tens of thousands made use of the food-shelf recently – I can tell you that most of the food doesn't contain pork.  I 
hear what they are saying about a literacy issue, but can't the food-shelf people just point out the cans of pork and 
beans?  Besides, the food-shelf is based on donations! 

This is not about Muslims "making do" or getting help on what to eat.  The Koran demands that Muslim make any 
country they live in adapt to them and Sharia Law. 

The last thing they plan to do is assimilate. 
Each refugee already has access to the following: Temporary assistance for Needy Families, Medicaid, Food 

Stamps, Supplemental "Security" Income, Social Security Disability Insurance, Administrative Developmental 
Disabilities (ADD), Child Care and Development Fund, Independent Living Program, Low-Income Housing, Energy 
Assistance, Post-Secondary Education Grants, Refugee Assistance Program, Title IV, Foster Care, Title XX, Social 
Services Block Grant Fund, and, from our lovely State Department... $2200/month for every man, woman & child. 

My solution is:  IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT HERE, WE SUGGEST YOU GO BACK TO THAT PLACE YOU LEFT.  
SINCE OUR FOOD ISN'T GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU, THEN LEAVE.  NOBODY IS STOPPING YOU.  ALSO, YOU 
LOOK LIKE YOU EAT WAY TOO MUCH ALREADY.  These solutions are NOT mine, but I wholeheartedly agree! 

IT IS OUR COUNTRY, SO WE SET THE RULES, NOT YOU.  YOU NEED TO START ACTING LIKE VISITORS 
HERE AND DO IT OUR WAY.  OTHERWISE, LEAVE.  WE WON'T MISS YOUR WHINY ***!!! 

 

"The Government is merely a servant — merely a temporary servant; it cannot be its prerogative to 
determine what is right and what is wrong, and decide who is a patriot and who isn't.  Its function is to obey 
orders, not originate them." — Mark Twain (1835-1910)  

29 April 1945 - Liberation day at Dachau 
"Several hundred yards inside the main gate, we encountered the concentration enclosure, itself.  There before us, 

behind an electrically charged, barbed wire fence, stood a mass of cheering, half-mad men, women and children, 
waving and shouting with happiness - their liberators had come!  The noise was beyond comprehension!  Every 
individual (over 32,000) who could utter a sound was cheering.  Our hearts wept as we saw the tears of happiness fall 
from their cheeks." ~ Lt. Col. Walter Fellenz, 42nd Infantry Division of the US Seventh Army. 

The infamous Nazi concentration camp at Dachau was liberated on Sunday, April 29, 1945, just one week before 
the end of World War II in Europe.  Two divisions of the US 7th Army, the 42nd Rainbow Division and the 45th 
Thunderbird Division, participated in the liberation, while the 20th Armored Division provided support.������  Dachau 
consisted of a main camp just outside the town of Dachau and 123 sub-camps and factories in the vicinity of the town.  
The next day, on 30 April 1945, at around 9 o'clock in the morning, one of the major Dachau sub-camps at Allach 
was liberated by the 42nd Division. 

On the day before the liberation of the main camp, the acting Commandant, Martin Gottfried Weiss, had turned 
everything over to a group of prisoners called the International Committee of Dachau and had then fled along with 
most of the regular guards that night.  According to Arthur Haulot, a member of the International Committee, German 
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and Hungarian Waffen-SS soldiers were then brought to the camp in order to surrender the prisoners to the U.S. 
Army. 

Both the 45th Thunderbird Division and the 42nd Rainbow Division were advancing on April 29, 1945 toward 
Munich with the 20th Armored Division between them.  Dachau was directly in their path, about 10 miles north of 
Munich. 

The 101st Tank Battalion was attached to the 45th Thunderbird Division. According to this source the 101st arrived 
in the town of Dachau at 9:30 a.m. on April 29th. 

According to Lt. Col. Felix Sparks, the commander of the 157th Infantry Regiment of the 45th Thunderbird Division, 
he received orders at 10:15a.m. to liberate the Dachau camp, and the soldiers of I Company were the first to arrive at 
the camp around 11a.m. that day. 
April 29, 1945 – a GRAND day to celebrate!!  There is no doubt of the thankfulness of this day.  It was before I was 
old enough to understand the wonder of it at the time.  Since then I have met so many that were in the Armed Forces 
of the USA and thank them for their service.  American Citizens have much to be thankful for along with those set 
free on this day and those that gave them that freedom.  Thank you, GOD for those fighting men!! 

 

White Lives Matter  By Lloyd Marcus  May 3, 2015 
A picture online showed a white Baltimore business owner with friends standing guard in front of his 

establishment, protecting his livelihood from looters.  The men were armed with ax handles and a big dog.  The image 
gave me a queasy feeling. 

Don't get me wrong – I sympathize with the business owner. 
Baltimore's wacko liberal mayor ordered police to “let them loot, it's only property.” 
Therefore, the business owner has every right and even a responsibility as a man to protect his property.  Yes, 

despite our wimpified country, I believe that testosterone managed responsibly is a good thing. 
My concern is how the left's attitude that white lives don't matter is affecting national race relations. 
Blacks, whites, and national race relations are merely pawns in the left's chess game to nationalize (government 

control) America's supposed evil racist police departments.  
Whites have been on the left's hit list for decades.  Disguising their assault on whites, the left portray themselves as 

champions of black empowerment.  They claim that blacks are victims of racist America, despite elephant-in-the-
living-room evidence proving otherwise.  Meanwhile, the left is engaged in a shock-and-awe attack on whites, with 
public schools teaching kids to feel guilty for being white (white privilege).  Lord, help us.  

Hardcore leftists are a minority.  Nevertheless, portraying various groups as abused victims has been an extremely 
effective strategy for cramming their socialist/progressive agenda down the throats of the majority. 

Here's another example: 
Most Americans drank the left's Kool-Aid of deception, believing them when they said all homosexuals are asking 

for is tolerance.  Suddenly, out of nowhere, Americans are petrified to disagree with same-sex marriage.  Americans 
have witnessed the slaughter of enough Christians, fed to the lions in the Coliseum of public opinion, to be silenced 
and quake in their boots.  

Decades of leftist indoctrination have caused a generation of young people to believe that white Americans, 
particularly heterosexual white males, are the greatest source of evil in the world. 

White cops’ killing a black person is extremely rare (1%).  Blacks routinely kill blacks, over 90% of the 
time.  Stats confirm that the left has created a climate in which it is open season on whites, sparking violent 
assaults on whites across America. 

So tell me, folks: how long can you poke innocent people (whites) in the eye with a stick, expecting them not to 
push back? 

Despite what evil lowlifes on the left say, we have come a long way, baby, in regards to national race relations.  
American white voters (blacks being too small a percentage to make it happen) elected a black man to be leader of the 
free world two times. 

My concern is that the left's relentless abuse may be causing Battered White American Syndrome, creating a 
new era of racial resentment. 

I am hearing from more and more frustrated, angry whites.  These folks are not Aryan Nation white supremacist 
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nutcases.  They are decent average white Americans who are tired of being used and abused, solely to further the 
left's anti-God, anti-American, government-controlling-everyone-and-everything agenda. 

I wish I could end with a great solution.  All I know to do is continue praying for my country, speaking out, and 
standing up against evil.  I pray you will do the same. 
Read more: http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2015/05/whitelivesmatter.html#ixzz3Z6GAnVfE  
Follow us: @AmericanThinker on Twitter | AmericanThinker on Facebook Those on the side of fairness, equality, 
and most of all Christianity must continue doing what they do – be fair, love thy neighbor, vote for those you 
can believe, vote for fairness, vote for honesty, stand up for honesty, and Christianity.  Most importantly PRAY, 
then PRAY some more.  Second – always vote when there is an election that you are eligible to vote in.  Educate 
yourself and vote – you are voting for your own rights and freedom.  When you are too lazy to educate yourself 
you can talk to someone you know that is educated in the process and knows what they are talking about, then 
take their advice.  If you don’t want the Progressives to control and put you down you HAVE TO stand up for 
your believes and your rights and that means to be educated and vote correctly.  Talk to people on both sides of 
the issues and find out what they want the end results to be.  Then vote the way you want our Great Country to 
be.  I pray you’ll be one the side of our Founding Fathers and the Constitution.  Pray with us!! 

 

From Congresswoman Lynn Jenkins Newsletter of 5/3/15 
A Balanced Budget For A Stronger America: 

This week, the House passed the FY2016 Budget Conference Report.  The budget represents a positive vision for 
our future to grow our economy and create jobs. 

Not only does this budget achieve balance, but it ensures a strong national defense, allows for expanded 
American energy, and cuts waste.  Passing a budget that balances demonstrates our commitment to the American 
people to make responsible decisions and help hardworking families get ahead. 

I spoke this week at the Republican Leadership Press Conference on what balancing our budget means for 
hardworking Americans.  To watch my remarks click here. 
Senate Mark-up of 529 Legislation: 

On Wednesday, the Senate Finance Committee passed S.335 unanimously out of committee.  S.335 was 
introduced by Senator Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and is the companion legislation to my bill to expand [the] 529 college 
savings plan.  This comes after my bill passed in the House with a remarkable 401 votes. 

This vote means we are now one step closer to better helping hardworking families save and plan ahead for the 
costs of attending higher education.  After the American people overwhelming rejected the President’s plan to tax 
529 college savings accounts, Congress has come together and moved legislation that would help folks around the 
country struggling to send their children to college. 

The bipartisan backing of this proposal demonstrates the depth and sincerity of the sentiment over the value of 
expanding 529 college savings plans.  This is only the third tax markup that the Senate Finance Committee has held 
this session which signifies just how important this legislation is to the American people, and I believe there is a real 
chance this legislation becomes law providing real aid to families struggling with spiraling tuition costs. 

To watch my remarks on the importance of 529 plans for our country please click here. 
Expanding Access To Rural Anesthesiology Care: 

This week, along with Congressman Emanuel Cleaver II (D-MO), I introduced the Medicare Access to Rural 
Anesthesiology Act of 2015, which would expand access to rural anesthesiology care. 

This bill would help ensure folks living in these communities have a system that functions efficiently and cost-
effectively, and encourages physicians to practice there. 

I’m proud of this bipartisan legislation that would increase access to anesthesiology professionals for our rural 
hospitals and start tackling the growing shortage of anesthesiologists in rural communities. 
We must Thank Representative Lynn Jenkins for her dedication to Kansas citizens.  She has and is working 
hard to serve us in a bad situation.  It is my sincere hope she can and will work with Rep. Huelskamp whenever 
possible.  Please inform her of your appreciation for her hard work at lynnjenkins.house.gov. 

 

Hillary Says "Every Life Matters" But Supports Murdering Unborn Babies 
Recently, we reported about Hillary’s statement on people needing to change their religious beliefs to make way 

for abortion rights. She has quite a record when it comes to supporting abortion.  According to LifeNews.com: 
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Most recently, Hillary Clinton pushed abortion at a fundraising event in March.  One year to the date after she 

received an award from the radical pro-abortion group Emily’s List, presidential candidate Hillary Clinton gave the 
keynote address last night at a fundraiser for the organization. 

Clinton’s speech came at the Emily’s List 30th Anniversary Conference and Gala in Washington, D.C. and she 
applauded the work of the abortion activists, who strongly support taxpayer funding of abortions and strongly oppose 
banning late-term abortions. 

“When I look at this room, I see leaders,” Clinton said, encouraging the pro-abortion activists gathered to redouble 
their efforts. 

Last year, Clinton said that to be pro-woman is to be pro-abortion.  Clinton, at a pro-Braley rally, told voters in 
Iowa, “It’s not enough to be a woman, you have to be committed to expand rights and opportunities for all women.” 
Because Joni Ernst (who defeated Braley) thinks unborn babies should be protected, she isn’t committed to 
expanding rights and opportunities for women? 

Meanwhile, Clinton launched a new partnership with the Gates Foundation that supports abortion.  The Gates 
Foundation operated by Bill and Melinda Gates supports abortion and the Planned Parenthood abortion business. 

Clinton says she admires Margaret Sanger, the racist founder of the Planned Parenthood abortion business. 
In her role as Secretary of State Clinton pressed for abortion on an international scale.  As recently as June 2012, 

she was upset the document the United Nations adopted at its Rio+20 conference did not promote abortion by 
inserting terms like “reproductive rights” into the language of the text. 

But recently she was quoted as saying that “everything we are seeing in Baltimore, when parents fear for their 
children, when smoke fills the skies above our cities, when police officers are assaulted, even then, especially then, 
let’s remember the aspirations and values that unite us all, that every person should have the opportunity to 
succeed, that no one is disposable, that every life matters,” said Clinton, who is prolife matters” in a speech she gave 
at Columbia University.  The context was the need for the criminal justice system to change, CNS News reported 

In her speech at Columbia on Wednesday, Clinton said, “We need to start understanding how important it is to 
care for every single child as though that child were our own.” 

Clinton concluded her speech by asking the audience to pray for Freddy Gray’s family and other men who lost 
their lives “unnecessarily.” 

“Please join me in saying a prayer for the families of Freddy Gray and all the men whose names we know and 
those we don’t, who have lost their lives unnecessarily and tragically, and in particular today, include in that prayer 
the people of Baltimore and our beloved country,” she said. 

Every life?  Or just some?  Obviously, some people are more equal than others.  Otherwise, Hillary would be 
standing up for the most innocent and defenseless of all, those who are not yet born. 

But see, in the same way that our culture and public officials have redefined marriage, they’ve also redefined 
“person” to exclude anyone who hasn’t been born yet.  If you haven’t been born yet, you’re not a person.  You’re not 
human, and as such, you have no protection under the law.  You’re just a mass of tissue.  So, if someone decides to 
kill you, it’s not murder, because you’re not a person.  You become a person only when you’ve been completely 
born.  Even if you’re partially born, you’re not a person yet. 

But this is also where things get a little foggy.  If someone were to kill a pregnant woman and the child she’s 
carrying, the murderer is charged with two counts of homicide.  An OB doctor could be sued for malpractice if 
something were to happen to his patient’s unborn child.  Obviously, there’s still a part of the law that views this 
unborn “meat bag” as a person. 

At some point, they’ll have to reconcile these contradictory aspects of the law.  More than likely, they’ll move in the 
direction that allows more people to be murdered under the guise of human rights. 

 

This is incredible!  I didn’t get one correct answer.  Prepare for a shock at the answers, and prepare yourself for 
the next election!!   

Six trivia questions to see how much history you really know.  Be honest, it's kind of fun and revealing.  If you don't 
know the answers, make your best guess.  Answer all of the questions (no cheating) before looking at the answers.     

(And, no, the answers to these questions aren't all “Barack Obama”.) 
 

1) "We're going to take things away from you on behalf of the common good."       
A. Karl Marx     B. Adolph Hitler     C. Joseph Stalin     D. Barack Obama     E. None of the above 

 

2) "It's time for a new beginning, for an end to government of the few, by the few, and for the few... And to replace it 
with shared responsibility, for shared prosperity."  

A. Lenin     B. Mussolini C. Idi Amin D. Barack Obama E. None of the above 
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3) "(We)... can't just let business as usual go on, and that means something has to be taken away from some 
people."        

A. Nikita Khrushchev     B. Joseph Goebbels     C. Boris Yeltsin    D. Barack Obama     E. None of the above  
 

4) "We have to build a political consensus and that requires people to give up a little bit of their own... in order to 
create this common ground."        

A. Mao Tse Tung B. Hugo Chavez     C. Kim Jong II     D. Barack Obama     E. None of the above  
 

5) "I certainly think the free-market has failed."  
A. Karl Marx     B. Lenin     C. Molotov     D. Barack Obama     E. None of the above   

 

6) "I think it's time to send a clear message to what has become the most profitable sector in (the) entire economy 
that they are being watched."       

A. Pinochet B. Milosevic C. Saddam Hussein D. Barack Obama E. None of the above. 
 

And the answers are:   
(1) E. None of the above. Statement made by Hillary Clinton, 6/29/2004 

 

(2) E. None of the above. Statement made by Hillary Clinton, 5/29/2007 
 

(3) E. None of the above. Statement made by Hillary Clinton, 6/4/2007 
 

(4) E. None of the above. Statement made by Hillary Clinton, 6/4/2007 
 

(5) E. None of the above. Statement made by Hillary Clinton, 6/4/2007  
 

(6) E. None of the above. Statement made by Hillary Clinton, 9/2/2005 
 

Want to know something scary?  She may be the next president if we don't forward this to everyone we know. 
So many things about Hillary Clinton are simply horrifying.  While she was Secretary of State she demonstrated 

exactly how she would be as a President.   Hillary would NOT hesitate an instant to be the cause of anyone’s death.  Well, 
maybe she would protect some of her family members – MAYBE.  Can YOU tell me how many deaths she has had a part 
in already?  Hillary Clinton is the one who sold the Russians a share of whatever uranium is mined in the USA.  What?  
Yes, you heard me – she SOLD a percentage of uranium mined in the USA.  Now for the crowning touch – how much 
money did the United States of America get for this sale?  NOT ONE RED CENT!!!  THE MONEY WENT TO THE 
CLINTON FUNDATION!!!  Honestly, I am NOT lying – the USA received no money for the sale of Uranium to be mined 
in the USA  – it ALL went to the Clinton Foundation Fund.  Hillary Clinton has NOT ONLY contributed greatly to the 
deaths of 5 great Americans, but sold a percentage of the uranium to be mined in the USA for a monetary profit to herself 
and family.  After all of that she maintained an illegal private computer server for her personal use for Governmental 
issues with no backups and then when it looked as thou she could be caught with it she destroyed it – or said she did.  
With all of this in mind how many of you are going to vote for Hillary Clinton?  I pray I can count on that being a big 0.  
Stop and think about some of the things she has done over the years to bring harm and death to America and Americans.  
We DO NOT want this murderer and criminal in the controlling seat of America and the World.  LET US PRAY!!! 

 
May 7, 2015 
Dear Friend, 

Today is the National Day of Prayer. All across our great country, millions of Americans will take time out of 
their days to pray for our nation and its leaders. My staff and I are taking part in ceremonies across the First 
District.  

Our nation has always recognized prayer as integral for its people. George Washington, as General of the 
Continental Army, ensured that his troops observed May 6, 1779 as a day of a day of "fasting, humiliation and 
prayer" in accordance with the proclamation by the Continental Congress.  

Today, I encourage you to consider the words found in Philippians 4:6:  
"Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present 

your requests to God." 
If you have attended any of my Town Halls, you know that I close each one asking for your prayers for our 

nation, for my family and for wisdom in the decisions I make. Angela and I are grateful for your prayers, and we 
urge you to continue praying that our nation will be safe, prosperous, free and pleasing to Him. 
 
Sincerely, 
Congressman Tim Huelskamp 
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“America might be in better shape had Obama’s mama smacked him upside his head like the 
Baltimore mom did.” ~ posted on Facebook  

 
The Clintons are “the kind of people that can find a loophole in a stop sign.” ~ George Will 

 
I’d like every Democrat presidential candidate to be asked if they believe Americans have 
the right to draw Mohammad. 

 
“Colored people are l ike human weeds and need to be exterminated.” ~ Margaret Sanger, and:   
“I admire Margaret Sanger enormously,  her courage, her tenacity,  her VISION…” ~ Hillary Clinton 

 

Since I didn’t know who Margaret Sanger was, I thought I should identify her.  Please note, she did all of these 
things supporting Birth Control…  
Info on Margaret Sanger, Activist   
◦ Margaret Higgins Sanger was an American birth control activist, sex educator, and nurse.  Sanger 

popularized the term birth control, opened the first birth control clinic in the United States...  
from Wikipedia 

◦ Born: September 14, 1879, Corning, NY   
◦ Died: September 6, 1966, Tucson, AZ   
◦ Organizations founded: Planned Parenthood, American Birth Control League, International Planned 

Parenthood Federation   
◦ Movies: Birth Control   
◦ Children: Grant Sanger, Stuart Sanger   
How about that – Ms Sanger and I have the same Birthday, Sept 14.  We both believe in 
Birth Control.  Right there our similarities stop.  I believe in birth control — as in 
preventing conception.  Ms Sanger takes it a bit further as in ending the life of the infant.  If 
it isn’t desirable, just get rid of it (“It” being the infant).  In the info I found about 
Margaret Sanger, she never mentioned “abortion”, however she continually spoke of ending 
babies lives.  Let me quote: “Plan for Peace” from Birth Control Review (April 1932, pp. 107-108): 

Article 1. The purpose of the American Baby Code shall be to provide for a better distribution of 
babies… and to protect society against the propagation and increase of the unfit. 

Article 4. No woman shall have the legal right to bear a child, and no man shall have the right to 
become a father, without a permit… 

Article 6. No permit for parenthood shall be valid for more than one birth.  — Remember the Chinese 
did this for a time. “America Needs a Code for Babies,” 27 Mar 1934  

Give dysgenic groups [people with “bad genes”] in our population their choice of segregation or 
[compulsory] sterilization.  This is the belief of the woman Hillary Clinton “admires enormously”.  Those Ms 
Sanger considered having “bad genes” were people of color and the “working” class.  Can you see 
Agenda 21 here?  Is that what YOU WANT for the USA?  

Sanger consistently promoted racist ideals with a contemptuous attitude.  “Birth control MUST lead ultimately 
to a cleaner race.  “ Taken from April 1932 Birth Control Review, pg 108.  This is the woman Hillary Clinton 
“admires enormously, her courage, her tenacity, her VISION…”  Hillary Clinton is NOT the woman I want for 
President?  I can’t speak for YOU, but I don’t want anyone who admires a person willing to kill babies as a birth 
control measure to hold ANY office in the USA, let alone President!!  GO AWAY HILLARY!   

 

The following is probably the best e-mail I've seen in a long, long time.  It has been attributed to Lewis 
Napper, a Jackson, Mississippi computer programmer.  He didn't expect his essay — a tart, 10-point list of 
"rights" Americans don't have — to become an Internet legend: 
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We the sensible people of the United States, in an attempt to help everyone get along, restore some 

semblance of justice, avoid more riots, keep our nation safe, promote positive behavior, and secure the 
blessings of debt-free liberty to ourselves and our great-great-great-grandchildren, hereby try one more 
time to ordain and establish some common sense guidelines for the terminally whiny, guilt ridden, 
delusional. We hold these truths to be self evident: that a whole lot of people are confused by the Bill 
of Rights and are so dim they require a Bill of NON-Rights. 

ARTICLE I: You do not have the right to a new car, big screen TV, or any other form of wealth.  More 
power to you if you can legally acquire them, but no one is guaranteeing anything. 

ARTICLE II: You do not have the right to never be offended.  This country is based on freedom, and that 
means freedom for everyone — not just you!  You may leave the room, turn the channel, express a 
different opinion, etc.; but the world is full of dummies, and probably always will be. 

ARTICLE III: You do not have the right to be free from harm.  If you stick a screwdriver in your eye, learn 
to be more careful; do not expect the tool manufacturer to make you and all your relatives independently 
wealthy. 

ARTICLE IV: You do not have the right to free food and housing.  Americans are the most charitable 
people to be found, and will gladly help anyone in need, but we are quickly growing weary of subsidizing 
generation after generation of professional couch potatoes who achieve nothing more than the creation of 
another generation of professional couch potatoes. 

ARTICLE V: You do not have the right to free health care.  That would be nice, but from the looks of 
public housing, we're just not interested in public health care. 

ARTICLE VI: You do not have the right to physically harm other people.  If you kidnap, rape, intentionally 
maim, or kill someone, don't be surprised if the rest of us want to see you get the blue juice. 

ARTICLE VII: You do not have the right to the possessions of others.  If you rob, cheat, or coerce away 
the goods or services of other citizens, don't be surprised if the rest of us get together and lock you away in 
a place where you still won't have the right to a big screen color TV or a life of leisure. 

ARTICLE VIII: You do not have the right to a job.  All of us sure want you to have a job, and will gladly 
help you along in hard times, but we expect you to take advantage of the opportunities of education and 
vocational training laid before you to make yourself useful. 

ARTICLE IX: You do not have the right to happiness.  Being an American means that you have the right 
to PURSUE happiness, which by the way, is a lot easier if you are unencumbered by an overabundance of 
idiotic laws created by those of you who were confused by the Bill of Rights. 

ARTICLE X: This is an English speaking country.  We don't care where you came from; English is our 
language.  Learn it! 

Lastly, 
ARTICLE XI: You do not have the right to change our country's history or heritage. This country was 

founded on the belief in one true God.  And yet, you are given the freedom to believe in any religion, any 
faith, or no faith at all; with no fear of persecution.  The phrase IN GOD WE TRUST is part of our heritage 
and history, sorry if you are uncomfortable with it. 

 

May 21, 2015 
 

Dear Friend,   
Earlier this year, I became the Chairman of the Tea Party Caucus in the House.  
I regularly bring Members of Congress together with individuals in Washington who represent 

grassroots conservatives from all across America.  My goal as Chairman is to keep a regular line of 
communication open for elected officials to hear the concerns of millions of conservative Americans 
who cannot afford to hire high-powered lobbyists. 

At my invitation, radio host Mark Levin joined us for our meeting yesterday.  
For those of you who are not familiar Mark Levin's background, he served in the Reagan 

Administration, including a stint as Chief of Staff to Attorney General Ed Meese. He is the President of 
Landmark Legal Foundation and has a daily talk radio show with eight million listeners. 
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Levin challenged the Members of Congress in attendance to understand the frustration of 

millions of Americans who do not know why Washington continually fails them.  Levin called on 
conservatives to continue to stand up against forces in both parties who want to protect big 
government at the expense of ordinary Americans.  And, Levin reminded us that when conservatives 
do the right thing in Congress, millions of Americans are behind us.   

The alternative to standing on principle, he reminded us, is to accept President Obama's 
ongoing effort to destroy America. 

Levin called on us to start by reclaiming the Congressional power of the purse to reign in the 
administration and stop amnesty, ObamaCare and the massive $18.2 trillion debt we are leaving 
behind to our children.  

I came away from that meeting encouraged and energized to continue to fight for what is right in 
Washington even when members of my own party make it difficult.  Like Mark Levin, I believe that 
you, my fellow grassroots conservative, want Washington to stop adding to our debt and to hold 
President Obama accountable to the Constitution.    

Will you join me and Mark Levin in this fight by making your most generous contribution today?  
Every $250, $100 or $25 will help ensure my campaign is well funded to withstand an attack by the 
deep-pocketed special interests who want to protect the status quo in Washington. 
 

Yours in Liberty, 
Congressman Tim Huelskamp 

I was NOT aware that Congressman Huelskamp was Chairman of the TEA Party Caucus in the House – 
sounds good to me.  He has served us well, as this letter confirms.  We need to let our Congressional members 
that we are backing both of these Conservative men as they represent us in Congress.  STAND UP AND BE 
COUNTED!!  As sad as it may be – It takes money to make these efforts.  Please contribute when possible.  
They are standing up for us – the least we can do is to support them as they support us!!! 
 

 

If you would like to forward this Newsletter “as is” on to others – be my guest.   
If you would like to send comments (just a sentence or two) to the editor – be my guest.   

If you have an editorial to submit – be my guest. 
 

Flint Hills TEA Party contact information: www.flinthillsteaparty.com; fhtp@flinthillsteaparty.com 
or Facebook – Flint Hills TEA Party; Manhattan contact – Chuck Henderson, 785-236-1286; Sylda 

Nichols, editor, email: sylda@gemsandwood.com.  Sylda sends the snail mail.  Newsletter; Flint Hills 
TEA Party Snail Mail:  Flint Hills TEA Party of KS, 1228 Westloop Place, PMB #326, Manhattan, KS  
66502-2840.  All donations for the Educational Fund (payable to “Educational Fund”) will also be 

accepted at this address and is tax deducible. 
 

Reprinting of this Newsletter may be done in whole, however, copying any part  
requires  permission given by the persons listed above.  

 
 


